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Declaration of Intent of Honesty
OfMr.Prachon Pratsakul
Governor of Chiang Rai
I wish to declare my intent to public and government officer colleagues
that I, as a governor, shall strive to administer public affairs to achieve goals of
Chiang Rai Province. The aim of the province is to generate the economic growth by
focusing on enhancing the competitiveness of trade, investment, services, logistics,
agriculture, tourism and culture, connecting to A5EAN+6 and GMS countries and well
as to promote quality of living better with the philosophy of sufficiency economy
that is the main guiding principles to build an immunity for people to develop
quality community. Also to maintain ecological balance and develop city for people
to live with the good environment and have quality of life, as well as to enhance
the life safety and properties of people through the people along the border area,
toward the provincial vision of “Chiang Rai City of happiness.”
To achieve the above goals and vision, l shall administer public affairs
with efficiency and effectiveness to maximize public interest and fulfill people's
expectation. I shall devote myself to remedy for suffering and nourishment for the
needy with fairness and equality as well as to open public hearing for stakeholders
to take part in decision making and checking the provincial outcomes.
I shall strive for honesty, transparency and all investigate along with rule
of law and legitimacy. I shall not manipulate my position to case corruption to
myself neither to the others. With social responsibility, decision-makers shall accept
the acknowledgement and assumption of responsibility for decision and actions.
I insist on combating all forms of corruption, with no neglect, in Chiang Rai Province.

Mr.Prachon Pratsakul
Governor of Chiang Rai

